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Apple and Pear Seedlings:

To new customers,—we would say—we grow Apple and Pear seedlings exclusively. We grade high—pack carefully—and ship when ordered. We have no other business to interfere with the proper digging, grading and shipping of stocks. We make no charge for boxing.

To our old customers—we would say—we are prepared to take care of your orders in the same satisfactory manner as in the past.

1000
Apple Seedlings, No. 1, 3/16 and all up, straight roots, $12.50
Apple Seedlings, No. 2, 2½ to 3½/16, straight roots.... 7.00
Apple Seedlings, No. 3, 2/16, straight and branched roots 2.50

Above stocks are grown from French Crab seed.

1000
Japan Pear stocks, No. 1, 3/16 and all up................. $17.00
Japan Pear stocks, No. 2, 2/16 to 3/16..................... 14.00
Japan Pear Stocks, No. 3.................................... 10.00
Japan Pear stocks, Extra, 1/4 inch and up............... 20.00

Remember, we guarantee these stocks to be in perfect condition upon arrival at your station. We take all the risk of transportation.

Note our prices—they are for orders placed soon.